PROSE

At One O'Clock

POEMS IO'

i,n the Morning

Ar lesr I etw nl-oNe. I hear no longer
the noise of the belated and weary vehicles. For some hours we
shall possess silence, if not repose. At last! The tyranny of the
human face has disappeared; I suffer only from my own loneliness. At last! I can relax in a bath of shadows! First, a double
turn of the key in the lock. It seems to me that this turn of the
key will intensify my solitude and will strengthen the barriers
that now separate me from the world.
Horrible life! Horrible city! Let us recapitulate our day: having seen several men of letters, one of whom asked me if one
could go to Russia by land (he probably thought that Russia
was an island); having disputed handsomely with the Editor of a
magazine who answered every objection by saying: "This is the
opinion of decent people," which implied that all other magazines
are edited by rascals; having greeted twenty people of whom
fifteen were unknown to me; having shaken hands in the same
proportion, and that without having taken the precaution to buy
gloves; having gone during a shower, to the rooms of a dancinggirl who wanted me to design for her a costume of Vdnustre,'having tried to court the favour of the Manager of a Theatre, who
said as he ushered me out: "Perhaps you ought to call on Z: he's
the heaviest, the stupidest and the most celebrated of all my playwrights; with him you might perhaps come to some understanding. Go to see him, and then we shall see"; having boasted (why?)
of several villainous actions I had never committed, and having
in a cowardly fashion denied certain other misdeeds that I accomplished with joy, an offence of boasting, a crime against human
iespect; having refused a simple favour to a friend, and having
given a recommendation to a perfect knave: oh! what a relief to
have finished with all that!
Discontented with myself and discontented with everyone, I
should like to redeem rnyself and feel a little pride, in the silence
and solitude of the night. Souls of those I have loved, souls of
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those I have sung, fortify me, sustain me, remove from me the
lies and the corrupting vapours of the world, and yot-1, Lord, my
Cod ! grant me the grace to fashion a few beautiful verses which
will prove to me that I am not the lowest of men, that I am not
inferior to those I despise.

Crowds

Ir

rs Nor crvEN to every man to take a
bath in the multitude: to enjoy crowds is an art; and only he to
whom in his cradle a fairy has bequeathed the love of masks and
disguises, the hate of home and the passion of travel, can plunge,
at the expense of humankind, into a debauch of vitality.

Multitude, solitude: equal and interchangeable terms to the
active and fertile poet. He who does not know how to people his
solitude, does not know either how to be alone in a busy crowd.
The poet enjoys this incomparable privilege, to be at once himself and others. Like those wandering souls that go about seeking
bodies, he enters at will the personality of every man. For him
alone, every place is vacant; and if certain places seem to be
closed to him, it is because in his eyes they are not worth the
trouble of visiting"
The solitary and thoughtful stroller derives a singular intoxication from this universal communion. He who mates easily with
the crowd knows feverish joys that must be for ever unknown to
the egoist, shut up like a strong-box, and to the sluggard, imprisoned like a shell-fish. He adopts for his own all the occupations,
all the joys and all the sorrows that circumstance sets before him.
What men call love is small indeed, narrow and weak, compared with this ineffable orgy, this sacred prostitution of the soul
which gives itself up wholly (poetry and charity!) to the unexpected as it occurs, to the stranger as he passes.
It is good sometimes that the happy people of this world should
learn, were it only to humble their foolish pride for an instant,
that there are higher, wider, and rarer joys than theirs. The
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founders of colonies, the shepherds of nations, the missionary
priests, exiled to the ends of the earth, doubtless know something
of these mysterious intoxications; and, in the midst of the vast
family that their genius has raised about them, they must sometimes Iaugh at the thought of those who pity them for their chaste
lives and troubled fortunes.

The Old Mou,ntebanh
EvpRvwgpnc THE HoLIDAY cRowD
lolled about, made merry, and scattered in all directions. It was
one of those days of ceremony to which mountebanks, acrobats,
lion-tamers and rvandering tradesmen, rvearily look forward in
the hope that they will make up for the bad seasons of the year.
On such days as these it seems to me that the people forget everything, sorrow and work; they become like children. For the young
it is a clay of freedom, rvith the horror of school dismissed for
twenty-four hours. For the old it is an armistice concluded with
the malevolent porvers of life, a respite from the universal struggle and strife. Even the man of the world and the man concerned
with spiritual labours escape with difficulty the influence of this
public festivity. They unu'illingly absorb their share of this carefree atmosphere. As for me, like a true Parisian, I never fail to
make a tour of the booths that are so joyously decorated on these
days of official celebration.
The competition between the booths was, in fact, formidable;
they howled, bellowed, bawled. There was a medley of cries, of
brass detonations and of the explosion of fireworks. The grotesques and the Jocrisses convulsed the features of their tanned
faces, hardened by the wind, the rain and the sun. With the selfpossession of actors sure of the effect, they bandied witty phrases
and jests, as solid and as ponderous as Molidre's comedy. The
Hercules, proud of the enormity of their limbs, with hardly any
foreheads or skulls, rather like apes, strutted about majestically
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in tights that had been washed for the occasion only the night
before. The dancing-girls, lovely as fairies or as princesses,
jumped and skipped under the fire of the lanterns which covered
their skirts with sparks.
All was light, dust, cries, joy, tumult; some spent, others
earned; both equally joyous. Children clung to their mother's petticoats in order to obtain a sugar-stick, or climbed on their father's shoulders to have a better view of some juggler as dazzling
as a god. And pervading all, dominating the perfumes, was the
odour of the frying-pan which seemed to be the incense of this
feast.
At the end, at the extreme end, of the row of booths, as if,
shameful, he had exiled himself from all these splendours, I saw
a poor mountebank, bent, broken down, decrepit, a ruin of a
man, with his back against one of the posts of his shed; a shed
more miserable than that of the rnost brutalized savage, and the
distress of which two smoking and guttering candles made even
more evident.
Everywhere, joy, profit, debauch; everywhere the certainty of
bread for the morrow; everywhere the frenzied elpiosion of vitality. Here, absolute misery, misery made more horrible for
being wrapped in rags whose contrasting patches, the result rather
of necessity than of art, produced a comical effect. The miserable
man did not laugh ! He neither wept nor danced, nor gesticulated,
nor cried; he did not sing a gay or a sorrowfu! song; nor did he
beg. He was mute and motionless. He had given up; he had abdicated. His destiny was done.
But how profound, how unforgettable the glance he cast over
the crowd and on the lights, whose moving flood stopped a few
steps from his repulsive misery! I felt my throat seized by the
terrible hand of hysteria, and it seemed to me that my eyes were
blinded by those rebellious tears they would not surrender.
What could I do? Of what use would it be to ask the unfortunate man what curiosity, what marvel he had to show in that
stinking darkness, behind his ragged curtain?
Indeed, I dared not: and though the reason for my timidity
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may make you laugh, I confess that I feared to humiliate him' I
had just resolved to put some money on the counter as I passed,
hoping that he would divine my intention, when a sudden wave of
movement in the cror,vd, causecl by I know not what disturbance,
carried me away from him.
And, on my way back, obsessed by this vision, I tried to analyse my sudclen sorrow, and I said to myself : "l have just seen the
picture of an old man of letters who has outlived the generation
which he amused with his brilliance; of an old poet without
friends, without family, without children, degraded by his misery
and by the ingratitude of the public, and into whose booth the
forgetful world will no longer enter!"

Windows

He wuo LooKS tN through an oPen winwindow that is shut.
more fertile,
mysterious,
profound,
more
There is nothing more
dow never sees as much as he who looks at a

more sinister, or more dazzling, than a window, lighted by a
candle. What we can see in the sunlight is always less interesting
than what transpires behind the panes of a window. In that dark
or luminous hole, life lives, life dreams, life suffers.
Across the waves of roofs, I see a woman of mature years, wrinkled, and poor, who is always bending over something, and who
never goes out. From her face, from her dress, from her gestures,
out of almost nothing, I have made up the woman's story, or
rather her legend, and sometimes I say it over to myself, and
weep.

If it had been a poor old man, I could

have made up his just as

easily.

And I go to bed, proud of having lived and suffered in others'
Perhaps you will say to me: "Are you sure that it is the true
story?" What does it matter, what does any reality outside of
*yr.lf matter, if it has helped me to live, to feel that I am, and
rvhat I am?
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The Fair Dorothy
THs suN ovERwHELMs the town with
its direct and terrible light; the sand is dazzling, and the sea glitters. The torpid world sinks feebly into its siesta, a siesta which is
a kind of savorous death and during which the drowsy sleeper en-

joys the exquisite sensation of annihilation.
Yet Dorothy, strong and proud as the sun, moves through the
deserted street, a gleaming, black blot on the light, the only living
creature at this hour, under the wide sky. As she advances, her
slender waist indolently sways above her full hips. Her clinging
dress of bright and rose coloured silk, contrasts vividly with her
dark complexion, and moulds her tall form, the curve of her
back and her pointed breasts. Her red parasol, sifts the light and,
casts over her dark face the blood red rouge of its reflection. The
weight of her abundant blue-black tresses bends her delicate head
backward and gives her an idle and triumphant air. Heavy earrings tinkle faintly in her tiny ears. From time to time the sea
breeze lifts a corner of her loose skirt and uncovers her superb
shining limbs; and her feet, like the feet of a marble goddess hidden in some European museum, leave their faithful imprint on the
fine sand. For Dorothy is so great a coquette that the pleasure of
being admired means more to her than pride in her freedom and,
although she is free, she walks without slippers.
She moves forward gracefully, full of the joy of life, and smiling as if she perceived far off in space a mirror reflecting her bearing and her beauty. At this hour when even the dogs whimper
with pain under the biting sun, what strong impulse thus bestirs
our indolent Dorothy, fair and cold as bronze? Why has she left
her little cabin, so daintily furnished: where flowers and mats
make a perfect boudoir at so little cost; where she takes such
pleasure in combing her hair, in smoking, in being fanned or in
looking at herself in the mirror of her great feathered fans, while
the sea, which breaks on the shore a short distance away, provides a powerful, monotonous accompaniment to her vague rev-
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eries, and while the iron pot in which a rago0t of crabs with rice
and saffron, is being cooked at the far end of the court-yard, wafts
to her its exciting perfume?
Perhaps she has an assignation with some young officer, who,
in other lands, has heard his comrades speak of the famous Dor-

othy. Unquestionably the simple creature will implore him to
will ask him whether she
could go there with bare feet, just as she goes to the Sunday
dances, where even the old Kaffir women become intoxicated and
mad with joy; and also if the beautiful women of Paris are all
describe the ball at the opera, and she

more beautiful than she.

Dorothy is admired and petted by everyone, and she would
be perfectly happy if she were not obliged to hoard piastre after
piastre in order to ransom her little sister, who is at least eleven
and already ripe, and so lovely ! Kind Dorothy will no doubt succeed; the child's master is so miserly, far too miserly to conceive
of any other beauty than that of gold pieces!

Be Drunhen
Be nnuNxeN, ALwAys. That is the
point; nothing else matters. If you would not feel the horrible burden of Time weigh you down and crush you to the earth, be
drunken continually.
Drunl<en with what? With wine, with poetry or with virtue, as
you please. But be drunken.
And if sometimes, on the steps of a palace, or on the green grass
in a ditch, or in the dreary solitude of your own room, you should
awaken and find the drunkenness halfor entirely gone, ask of the
wind, of the wave, of the star, of the bird, of the clock, of all that
flies, of all that sighs, of all that moves, of all that sings, of all that
speaks, ask what hour it is; and wind, wave, star, bird, or clock
will answer you: "lt is the hour to be drunken ! Be drunken, if you
would not be the martyred slaves of Time; be drunken continually! With wine, with poetry or with virtue, as you please."

